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A carrier type transducer is supplied with a carrier
wave via. an audio amplifier, a filter, a frequency di-
vider and an oscillator. The carrier is modulated in ac-
cordance with the parameter being measured by the
transducer and is fed to the input of a digital data sys-
tem which may include a voltmeter. The output of the
oscillator and the'output of each stage of the divider
are fed to an AND or a NAND gate and suitable vari-
able and fixed delay circuits to the command input of
the digital data system. With this arrangement, the
digital data system is commanded to sample at the
proper time so that the average voltage of the modu-
lated carrier is measured and may be utilized with an-
cillary circuitry for control of the parameter being
measured by the transducer.
9 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
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DEMODULATOR FOR CARRIER TRANSDUCERS FIG. 2 is a graph illustrating the phase relationship
and wave-shapes of some of the more important electri-
_ . cal signals in the demodulator;
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION
 F1(f3 js a graph illustrating the phase relationships
The invention described herein was made in the per- 5 and wave-forms encountered in unstimulated phase-
formance of work under a NASA contract and subject type carrier transducers when demodulated by conven-
to the provision of Section 305 of the National Aero- tional means; and
nautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 FIG. 4 is a graph illustrating the phase relationships
Stat. 435, 42 U.S.C. 2457). and waveforms associated with a statically-stimulated
10 phase-type carrier transducer when demodulated by
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION conventional means.
The invention relates to demodulators and is directed
 DESCR,pTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
more particularly to a demodulator utilizing digital
techniques. Referring now to FIG. 1, it will be seen that a demod-
At the present time, it is a common practice to use 15 "'ator embodying the invention includes generally a
for the measurement of pressure, displacement or ac- s'gnal channel section 10 and a demodulator section 11
celeration, transducers which are energized or excited as-defined by the dashed lines. An alternating current
by an AC carrier wave. Such devices are usually linear siSnal or carrier is supplied to a carrier transducer 12
variable displacement transducers or variable reluc- such ** a linear variable differential transformer
tance transducers which are excited by the AC signal. 20 (LVDT), the carrier being applied to a primary wind-
When other transducers are used in a radiation envi- ing 13 of the transducer 12. Movement of a core ele-
ronment such as that emitted in the area of a nuclear ment 14 in response to a parameter such as accelera-
reactor excessive drift of the'electrical output signal tlon or fluld Pressure, for example, vanes the magm-
usually results. Improvements have been made in carri- tude of the carrier S18nal coupled to a pair of differen-
er-driven transducers, improving drift by reducing the 25 tial windings 15 and 16 such that a modulated carrier
DC component to zero. However, when an AC carrier wave aPPears across a resistor 17 which develops the
signal is utilized, the resultant signal is a modulated outPut si8nal from the differential windings 15 and 16.
waveform from which the desired signal must be ex- To ext,ract the P.^metric signal from the carrier wave,
tracted. This is accomplished-by using a demodulator ,n demodulation circuitry must be provided,
which rectifies and averages the modulated output sig- 3° The came' signal is derived from an oscillator. 19, the
nal of the transducer in phase with the input stimulus °u'Put S1«nal °f ^ «.fe.^ Into a dlvlder Clrcuit 2°-
to the transducer. Furthermore, before the demodula- The °utP"tj»gnal °f th« divider is a square wave which
. , . , . . , , . . is converted to smusoida form by directing it throughtion occurs, the modulated signal must be brought into ,., „. _, r •. • -j • i
. ... . .- i • i .L • • u a filter 21. The power of the sinusoidal output voltagephase with the stimulus signal thus requiring phase is ,.-, -, . . . ,
 r ,. . . , ..
... . . . .. , .. , . 7. j j i of filter 21 is increased by feeding it through an audio
shifting circuits which add complexity to the demodula- ..,. __ ,. , . ^ . , ,. . . .. . ..
. . . . . , . • • i • t-, j amplifier 22 which is connected directly to the winding
tor in addition to being relatively expensive. The de- ^ £f the transducer ,2
modulation ,s generally accomplished using synchro-
 Jhe modu,ator carrier which s across resistor
nous bridge demodulators which are also expensive and ,? js djrected {hro h a sca|er „ tQ a g. , . ^
complicated. S.mple rectifier demodulators introduce 40
 mina, 26 of a digital voltmeter 27. Some storage means,
unacceptable non-Jinearities for low level signals.
 such as a sample.and.ho|d amplifler could replace the
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION digital data system 27. As will be explained presently,
by applying a command signal to a command input ter-
It is an object of the invention to provide a new and
 mina, 2g of the digjta, data system 2? a{ a prescribed
novel demodulator for earner transducers. 45
 time the average va,ue of the pararnetric signal appear-
It is another object of the invention to provide for a
 ing across resistor ,7 wil, be measured by the digita,
carrier type transducer, a demodulator which is simple
 data svstern 2?
and inexpensive as compared to those previously used.
 To this end 'the divider 20 is provided with paired
Still another object of the invention is to provide for outputs 29, 30, 31 and 32. Divider output 29 is con-
carrier transducers a demodulator utilizing digital cir- 50
 n£cted tQ fixed CQntacts 33a and 33b o{ a swjtch 33
cuitry and which is particularly adaptable for use with
 having a movable contact 33<r; divider output 30 is con-
digital type readout systems.
 nected to fixed contacts 34a and 34b of a switch 34
It is yet another object of the invention to provide a having a movable contact 34c; divider output 31 is con-
demodulator system which can measure the average nected to fixed contacts 35a and 356 of a switch 35
value or the instantaneous value of a transducer output 55 having a movable contact 35c and divider output 32 is
carrier signal at a predetermined time during any cycle connected to fixed contacts 36a and 36* of a switch 36
of the carrier wave. having a movable contact 36c. The movable contacts
An additional object of the invention is to provide a 33C, 34^ 3SC and 36c are all connected as inputs into
demodulator which extracts from a modulated carrier an AND gate 37.
an analog of the stimulus of a transducer producing the Each of the paired outputs 29 through 32 of the di-
modulated carrier without requiring the modulated vider 20 is taken from both the negation and assertion
carrier to be brought into phase with the carrier signal outputs of flip-flops in a binary divider chain such as a
supplied to the transducer. Texas Instrument Model 7493. Accordingly, when volt-
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 65 a«e is Present at any of the flxed contacts of switchesUbS^KIr-1IUN f 1 Mb UKA INOb <»
 33 ,hrough 36> {he other fixed contact wil| have zero
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a demodulator embody- voltage. Because the divider has four binary outputs
ing the invention; • and because the movable contacts 33 through 36 each
3,795,862
have two positions, the output of the AND gate 37 will
be activated on any one of 16 possible time segments
which occur during any one cycle of the carrier wave.
The particular segment selected during which there will
be an output from AND gate 37 is dependent upon the
positions of the movable contacts 33c through 36c.
The output of AND gate 37 is fed through a varible
delay circuit 38 and a fixed or aperture delay circuit 39
to the command terminal 28 of the digital data system
27. The delay circuits 38 and 39 may be monostable
multivibrators such as commercially available Texas
Instruments Model 74121.
The circuit is completed by a NAND. gate 60 con-
nected between divider 20 and filter 21 and a diode 61
connected from the oscillator 19 output to an input of
the AND gate 37. NAND gate 60 serves as a clipper of
the square wave being supplied to filter 21. Diode 61
transmits a portion of the oscillator output to the input
of gate 37 to prevent this gate from detecting phantom
states which occur in divider 20 during its counting cy-
cle.
Referring to FIG. 2, there is shown at 2a one cycle 40
of the carrier wave generated by oscillator 19 of FIG.
1, the cycle being divided, as shown, into 16 time seg-
ments each corresponding to 22.5° of the sinusoidal
carrier wave. The carrier signal attains its maximum
positive peak value at 41 which occurs at the end of
time segment number 4 while the maximum negative
peak 42 occurs at the end of time segment number 12.
FIG. 2(b) illustrates one cycle of the modulated car-
rier wave 43 which is the output of transducer 12 as it
appears across resistor 17. Waveshape 43 differs from
the carrier 40 in that its magnitude varies from cycle to
cycle in accordance with movement of core 14 and that
it is of slightly shifted phase relationship to carrier 40
in, that the peak positive voltage 44 of waveshape 43
falls on vertical dashed line 45 resulting in a phase shift
as shown at 46.
With the switches 33 through 36 set as shown in FIG.
1, the AND gate 37 will produce an output pulse 47 as
shown in FIG. 2(c). This pulse has a leading edge corre-
sponding to the end of time segment 4 and a trailing
edge corresponding to the end of time segment 5 and
is fed to the monostable multivibrator 38.
As known to those skilled in the art, a monostable
multivibrator produces an output pulse whose leading
edge corresponds to the input trigger signal and whose
trailed edge may be advanced or retarded timewise by
adjustment of a potentiometer in a timing network of
the multivibrator. Delay circuit 38 in the preferred em-
bodiment of the invention is such a multivibrator and
produces an output pulse 48 whose trailing edge may
be varied as indicated by arrow 50. The trailing edge of
pulse 48 triggers the monostable multivibrator 39
which produces an output pulse 49.
The pulse 49 is of constant width and therefore delay
circuit 39 need not be adjustable. However, the timing
components of delay circuit 39 must be selected to that
pulse 49 is about 10 microseconds wide when the out-
put frequency of oscillator 19 is 80 KHz as in the in-
stant case where the transducer 12 is of a popular type
requiring a 5 KHz stimulus signal. This is because pulse
49 is fed to the command input terminal 28 of the digi-
tal voltmeter 27 and thus determines the voltmeter ap-
erture time, that is the period of time during which the
voltmeter 27 will be measuring the output voltage of
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transducer 12. Where the modulated output 43 is being
measured at its peak, as at 44 of FIG. 2(6), the pulse
49 may be relatively wide because the slope or rate of
change of wave 43 is very small on either side of maxi-
mum 44. Accordingly, although as shown in FIG. 2 the
leading edge of pulse 49 and the trailing edge 50 of
pulse 48 fall on the dashed vertical line 45, the delay
circuit 38 should preferably be adjusted to center pulse
49 on dashed line 45. In practice this is achieved by ad-
justing circuit 38 to produce a maximum reading on the
digital voltmeter 27 when the transducer 12 is stimu-
lated by a static but nonzero input. Thus the digital data
system samples the peak value of the modulated carrier
at 90° of its sinusoidal variation and, due to the sealer
25 which reduces the magnitude of the modulated car-
rier applied to input terminal by a factor of 1.57, reads
the average value of the modulated carrier. The digital,
'data system may supply the average value to ancillary
circuits such as, for example, circuits which control the
parameters being measured by the transducer 12.
The circuitry of the invention may also be used with
a transducer which produces an output signal of con-
stant amplitude but whose phase relationship to the
carrier input varies in accordance with the stimulus pa-
rameter applied to the transducer. Consider FIG. 3, in
which the phase of the transducer output signal 51 is
shifted with respect to the carrier 40 as a function of
mechanical stimulus amplitude being constant. For the
case shown in FIG. 3b, no parametric stimulus such as
motion or heat is applied to the transducer and a net
output of zero is obtained as shown by 55 and 56 be-
cause the transducer shifts phase exactly 90° as shown
by peak 52 of the phase modulated wave 51 which lies
on vertical dashed line 53 while peak 41 of the carrier
wave 40 lies on vertical dashed line 54. In FIG. 4b, the
stimulus has resulted in a phase shift-less than 90° from
the carrier wave 40. Performing rectification according
to the rules and mathematics of the prior art demodula-
tor circuits yields a positive output 57 because the
areas 55 are greater than areas 56. If the output had
shifted more than 90°, a negative signal would have re-
sulted at the demodulator output.
To demonstrate that synchronous sampling of the in-
stant invention will demodulate either an amplitude
modulated carrier wave or a phase modulated carrier
wave, consider the waveforms of FIG. 2. It is obvious
that if the transducer output 43 were phase corrected
(i.e., in phase with the carrier) prior to rectification
and filtering, and if it were sampled at exactly the cor-
rect time using a very narrow aperture sampling sys-
tem, a value equal to the average voltage (Vava) of the
rectified and filtered signal could be obtained. For the
amplitude modulating type transducer, this optimum
point 0.637 (Vmar) is at 39.5 (or 140.5)° of the phase-
corrected transducer output, since this signal is closely
sinusoidal in practice. This occurs because the average
value of a single half cycle of a sinusoid is directly re-
lated_to the peak value:
^^ P* sin 4>d0 = -FDk = .637^
IT JO 7T (1)
If <t>i is the angle at which Va
soid,
, is obtained for a sinu-
£, = Arc sin 0.637 = 39.5° (or 140.5°)
(2 )
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Further, since the output is phase corrected to the
carrier input, the average value of the output signal
may be obtained by sampling it when the carrier signal
passes through 39.5°. Also, since phase correction
merely refers to time correction of the transducer out- 5
put, if the phase relation to be corrected is constant,
some alteration in the angular value of the sampling
point will produce phase correction simultaneous with
sampling. No extra circuit would be required.
Because for a sinusoid the amplitude for any portion 10
of the waveform can be related to the peak amplitude
merely by knowing the angular relationship, sampling
need not be performed at exactly 39.5° (or the phase-
corrected equivalent). By sampling the signal near its
peak, at 90°, where the rates of change are not as dras- 15
tic the value obtained may then be scaled down by the
fixed ratio 2/tr to obtain the correct value.
Consider the waveforms of FIGS. 3 and 4, relating to
the phase shifting type transducer. Again, as in the case
of the amplitude modulating transducer, sampling 20
could be accomplished as the signal passes through its
average value, but the angular or phase relationship
here is different from that previously discussed with re-
gard to amplitude modulated carriers. If it is assumed
that sampling occurs at the peak 41 of the carrier input 25
signal 40 (<£=7r/2 radians), the correct sampling point
is obtained for that of no input stimulus as shown at 48
in FIG. 3(b), where the value of 51 is zero. Consider
FIG. 4( fc) , for the case where the phase shift is any
value, Assuming sampling still occurs at </>=7r/2 radians 30
which falls on vertical dashed line 54 the amplitude
seen on the output signal is
= K (sin 90+9)
= K (sin 90° cos 9 +cos 90° sin 8) = COS 0
(3)
35
The constant factor K will be evaluated subsequently.
Next, the manner in which an analog demodulator
would operate on the rectified transducer output of
FIG. 4(b) would be to average it over a half-cycle of
the input carrier wave.
t =Vm^ f* ^ (0 + j)d0
7T JQ
= -_l^f sin 0 cos 5-}-sin e cos<t>)d(f>
7T JO
45
(4)
However, the second term of this expression clearly is
zero-valued over these limits. Thus equation (4) be-
comes: _ _ .
50
avi==Z!2!H f' sin » cos Bd<t>= ' ' -" """ "[-cos].'
IT JO
27,nai COS
(5)
(6)
If 0=0, the phase shifting type transducer output is in
phase with the input, and
Vnl.D = 2 VMn,/ir = K, where K is
"the constant of equation (3). (7)
60
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Thus, since the average voltage is always equal to the
sampled voltage, if the sample is taken at 90° of the car-
rier input and scaled by the factor 2/n synchronous
sampling at this point will produce the desired results.
In summary, for either the amplitude modulating
type or phase shifting type transducer (and conse-
quently for any type linear combination of the two
types) synchronous sampling at 90 degrees of the car-
rier input waveform, with subsequent scaling by a fac-
tor 2/7T produces exactly the same output signal as con-
ventional demodulation by rectification and filtering.
ALTERNATE EMBODIMENTS OF THE
INVENTION
The circuit shown in FIG. 1 minimizes the number of
required binary stages in the divider 20 by measuring
the modulated carrier at its 90° value and then scaling
this down by a factor of 1.57 to obtain the average
value. It may be shown mathematically that a sine wave
passes through its average value, that is 0.637 times its
peak value, at 39.5°, 140.5°, 219.5°and 320.5°. Thus by
sampling the modulated carrier at, for example, 39.5°
of its phase angle, the average value would be obtained.
However, to sample at the 39.5° angle requires that
each cycle of the carrier be divided into 128 segments
of 2.8° each, and the fifteenth segment sampled.
Accordingly, an alternate embodiment which would
measure the modulated carrier at 39.5° may include an
oscillator 19 having an output frequency of 640 KHz
and a divider 20 having seven binary stages so that the
oscillator frequency is divided by a factor of 128 to pro-
vide a 5 KHz square wave to filter 21. The divider
would provide seven binary outputs connected to the
AND gate 37. Other circuitry would remain the same
except for the elimination of sealer 25 which is no
longer required inasmuch as the modulated carrier is
being measured at its average value rather than at its
peak value.
It will be understood that the foregoing circuitry may
be changed or modified by those skilled in the art to
which the invention pertains without departing from
the spirit and scope of the invention as set forth in the
claims appended hereto.
What is claimed is:
1. Circuitry for demodulating a transducer-
modulated carrier wave representative of a parameter
being measured comprising:
a carrier type transducer having input means and out-
put means;
sinusoidal generating means connected to said trans-
ducer input means for applying a sinusoidal carrier
signal thereto,
said sinusoidal generating means comprising:
an oscillator, a frequency divider having input means
and output means and a plurality of divider stages,
each stage having a binary output, means for con-
necting said oscillator to said input means of said
frequency divider, sinusoidal filter means, ampli-
fier means having input means and output means,
means for connecting said filter means between
said output means of said frequency divider and
said input means of said amplifier and means for
connecting said output means of said amplifier to-
said input means of said transducer;
a digital data system having an input connected to
said transducer output means to receive a modu-
lated carrier wave therefrom; and
means for commanding said digital data system to
measure the magnitude of the modulated carrier
3,795,862
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signal at a prescribed time of each cycle of the
modulated carrier signal,
said means for commanding comprising an AND gate
having output means and a plurality of input
means, means for connecting said binary outputs of 5
said divider to respective ones of said plurality of
input means of said AND gate, and means for con-
necting said output means of said AND gate to a
command signal input of said digital data system
through a variable delay means and fixed delay 10
means.
2. The circuit of claim 1 wherein said means for con-
necting said binary outputs to said inputs of said AND
gate comprises a plurality of switches or jumpers each
having a pair of fixed contacts connected to a respec- 15
live binary outputs of said divider and a movable
contact connected to a respective one of said plurality
of said input means of said AND gate.
3. The circuit of claim 1 wherein said divider includes
four binary outputs and said oscillator provides an out- 20
put carrier having a frequency of 80 KHz.
4. The circuitry of claim 1 wherein said transducer is
of the amplitude modulating type and wherein said pre-
scribed time of each cycle is 39.5°.
•5. The circuit of claim 1 and further including sealer 25
means connected between said output means of said
digital data system to reduce by a predetermined
amount the magnitude of the modulated carrier being
applied to said digital data system.
6. The circuit of claim 1 and further including control 30
means responsive to said digital data system for adjust-
ing the parameter being measured by said transducer.
7. A method of demodulating a carrier wave compris-
ing the steps of:
generating a first voltage waveshape of predeter-
mined frequency;
dividing the first voltage waveshape to produce a plu-
rality of square waves of different frequencies each
of which is a submultiple of the first voltage wave-
shape;
filtering the lowest frequency one of said square
waves to produce a sinusoidal waveshape;
modulating said sinusoidal waveshape in accordance
with a parameter being measured;
combining said square waves to produce a square
pulse which occurs at a predetermined time during
each cyclic alternation of the sinusoidal wave;
varying the trailing edge of said square pulse time-
wise until it coincides with a'predetermined phase
angle of said sinusoidal wave;
supplying said modulated sinusoidal wave to a com-
mandable indicator; and
measuring said modulated sinusoidal voltage at each
occurrence of the trailing edge of said square pulse.
8. The method of claim 7 wherein said phase angle
of said sinusoidal wave is 39.5°.
9. The method of claim 7 wherein said phase angle
of said sinusoidal wave is 90° and including the addi-
tional step of scaling down said modulated sinusoidal
wave by a factor of 2/ir before said modulated sinusoi-
dal wave is measured.
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